For a second-order symmetric strongly elliptic differential operator on an exterior domain in Ê n it is known from works of Birman and Solomiak that a change of the boundary condition from the Dirichlet condition to an elliptic Neumann or Robin condition leaves the essential spectrum unchanged, in such a way that the spectrum of the difference between the inverses satisfies a Weyl-type asymptotic formula. We show that one can increase, but not diminish, the essential spectrum by imposition of other Neumann-type non-elliptic boundary conditions.
Introduction
Let A be a uniformly strongly elliptic differential operator on Ê n (n ≥ 2)
with real bounded smooth coefficients with bounded derivatives, satisfying a jk = a kj and j,k a jk (x)ξ j ξ k ≥ c 1 |ξ|
with c 1 , c 2 > 0. We denote by A 0 the maximal realization in L 2 (Ê n ); it is selfadjoint positive. Let Ω + ⊂ Ê n be the exterior of a bounded smooth open set Ω − , with boundary denoted Σ (= ∂Ω + = ∂Ω − ), and let A 1 , A 2 and A 3 be the selfadjoint lower bounded realizations in L 2 (Ω + ) determined by the Dirichlet condition (γ 0 u ≡ u| Σ = 0), the oblique Neumann condition (ν A u = 0, see (12) below), resp. a Robin condition (ν A u = b(x)γ 0 u) with b real and smooth. The coefficient a 0 is assumed to be taken so large positive that all four operators have positive lower bound. It is known that the operators A j have an unbounded essential spectrum, consisting of an interval [c, ∞[ if the coefficients converge to a limit for |x| → ∞, and more generally being a subset of [c, ∞[ with possible gaps (e.g. when the coefficients are periodic).
Birman showed in [2] a general principle concerning the stability of the essential spectrum:
where T α denotes the class of compact operators whose characteristic values s l are O(l −α ) for l → ∞. (When Ω 1 ∪ Ω 2 is a disjoint union of open sets, and P i acts in L 2 (Ω i ), we denote by P 1 ⊕ P 2 the operator in L 2 (Ω 1 ∪ Ω 2 ) that acts like P i on L 2 (Ω i ), naturally injected in L 2 (Ω 1 ∪Ω 2 ).) In particular, all four operators have the same essential spectrum σ ess (A 0 ); this extends a result of Povzner, as referred to in [2] . (Birman's paper also allowed unbounded coefficients and limited smoothness, but we shall not follow up on those aspects here.) The result (4) was refined by Birman and Solomiak in [3] , where a Weyl-type spectral asymptotics formula was obtained (s l l 2/(n−1) converges to a limit for l → ∞). In Grubb [10] similar spectral asymptotics formulas were shown by methods of pseudodifferential boundary problems, and refinements with a spectral resolvent parameter were studied in [11] . Spectral estimates of resolvent differences have been taken up again in recent works of Alpay and Behrndt [1] , Gesztesy and Malamud [5] .
The present paper extends the results to higher-order operators, but aims in particular for a slightly different question, namely of how much one can perturb the essential spectrum of A 3 by replacing the Robin condition by a more general Neumann-type boundary condition (not necessarily elliptic)
Let A denote the realization of A on Ω + determined by (5), i.e., with domain
The outcome is as follows:
1) For any nonzero a ∈ Ê \ σ ess (A 0 ), C can be chosen as a pseudodifferential operator of order 1 such that A is selfadjoint with σ ess ( A) = σ ess (A 0 ) ∪ {a}.
More generally, when T 0 is an invertible selfadjoint operator in a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space Z 0 , one can choose an operator C such that A is selfadjoint and σ ess ( A) = σ ess (A 0 ) ∪ σ ess (T 0 ).
2) For any choice of an operator C in (5) defining a selfadjoint invertible realization A, σ ess (A 0 ) remains in the essential spectrum of A.
We also reprove the spectral asymptotics formulas, and extend the results to strongly elliptic operators of order 2m for positive integer m.
The question of whether points of σ ess (A 0 ) can be removed by a perturbation of the boundary condition was brought up in a conversation with M. Marletta, M. Brown and I. Wood in Cardiff in May 2008; the author thanks these colleagues for useful discussions.
Description of the operators in the second-order case
Let us first recall some well-known facts. The Sobolev space H s (Ê n ) (s ∈ Ê) can be provided with the norm u s = F −1 ( ξ s Fu) L2(Ê n ) ; here F is the Fourier transform and ξ = (1 + |ξ| 2 ) 1 2 . There is a standard construction from this of Sobolev spaces over an open subset and over the boundary manifold. We denote by A max resp. A min the operators acting like A with domains
here A min is closed symmetric, and A max = A * min . The operators A satisfying A min ⊂ A ⊂ A max are called the realizations of A.
The symmetric sesquilinear forms
are bounded on H 1 (Ê n ) resp. H 1 (Ω + ) and satisfy
there, with c = min{c 1 , c 2 }. Moreover,
where
with (ν 1 (x), . . . , ν n (x)) denoting the interior unit normal to Ω + at x ∈ Σ. Hence the standard variational construction (the Lax-Milgram lemma) applied to the triples
The variational construction is known e.g. from Lions and Magenes [16] , and is also explained in Grubb [14] .) In view of elliptic regularity theory and the uniform symbol estimates, the domains are in fact contained in H 2 . Moreover, the operators representing the nonhomogeneous boundary value problems (cf. e.g. [16] ) 
In modern terminology,
where Q is the pseudodifferential operator Q = A −1 0 on Ê n and Q ± = r ± Qe ± is its truncation to Ω ± (here e ± extends to Ê n by 0 on Ω ∓ , r ± restricts from Ê n to Ω ± ).
The operators K 1 and K 2 are Poisson operators solving the respective boundary value problems with nonzero boundary data, zero data in the interior of Ω + ; their mapping properties extend to the full scale of Sobolev spaces with s ∈ Ê. R 1 and R 2 act in L 2 (Ω + ) as the inverses of the realizations A 1 resp. A 2 of A with domains
The operator A 3 representing the Robin condition ν A u = bγ 0 u is defined similarly from the sesquilinear form
on H 1 (Ω + ) and has similar properties as
, and the operator
The above facts have been known for many years, although the emphasis was not always placed on including low values of s. Instead of accounting for this aspect in detail here, we mention that the results are covered by the construction in the book Grubb [12] , Chapter 3, and that the general 2m-order case will be treated below in Section 5.
We shall now regard the realization defined by (5) from the point of view of general nonlocal boundary value problems. The basic theory was presented in Grubb [7] and was taken up again and further developed in a joint work with Brown and Wood [4] ; applications to exterior domains are included in [13] . (An introduction is also given in [14] .) The fundamental result is that the closed realizations A are in a 1-1 correspondence with the closed, densely defined operators T : V → W , where V and W are closed subspaces of Z, the nullspace of A max . Many properties are carried along in this correspondence, for example, A is invertible if and only if T is so, and in the affirmative case one has the Kreȋn-type formula
where i V denotes the injection V ֒→ H and pr V denotes the orthogonal projection onto V , in H = L 2 (Ω + ). We have here taken the Dirichlet realization A 1 as the reference operator for the correspondence theorem. Consider in particular a realization A corresponding to an operator T : Z → Z (i.e., with V = W = Z).
As shown in the mentioned references, A can be interpreted as representing a boundary condition. To describe that boundary condition, we first recall that (11) implies the Green's formula valid for u, v ∈ H 2 (Ω + ),
We denote by γ Z the restriction of γ 0 to Z,
with adjoint γ * Z :
, with a duality consistent with the scalar product in L 2 (Σ)). Moreover, we set
here P γ0,νA is a first-order elliptic pseudodifferential operator over Σ, and Γ is a (nonlocal) trace operator. There holds a generalized Green's formula for all u, v ∈ D(A max ),
where (·, ·) s,−s indicates the (sesquilinear) duality pairing between H s (Σ) and H −s (Σ). The boundary condition that A represents is then found to be
where L is the closed, densely defined operator from H
Since Γ = ν A − P γ0,νA γ 0 , the condition (24) can also be written
so it is of the form (5) with C acting like L + P γ0,νA . To sum up:
Proposition 2.1: When A corresponds to T : Z → Z, it equals the realization defined by the Neumann-type boundary condition (5), where
Assume in the following that 0 ∈ ̺( A), equivalently T has a bounded, everywhere defined inverse T −1 : Z → Z, and L has a bounded everywhere defined inverse
. Then (19) takes the form:
Here K 1 is the Poisson operator for the Dirichlet problem (cf. (14)), considered as a mapping from H
The formula (28) can clearly be used to examine A −1 as a perturbation of A −1 1 ; we pursue this fact below in our analysis of essential spectra. Remark 1 : We are interested in cases where T has an essential spectrum outside of 0. As a specific example, one can think of T = aI on Z, with a ∈ Ê \ {0};
(29) its essential spectrum is {a}, since dim Z = ∞. In this case,
is a pseudodifferential operator elliptic of order −1, and invertible. (This is in contrast to those boundary conditions (5) that satisfy the Shapiro-Lopatinskiȋ condition; they have L elliptic of order +1.) Since this L is defined on all of H
It is a variant of Kreȋn's "soft extension".
Cutoff techniques
For the analysis of the operators on exterior domains we shall need to study cutoffs, by multiplication either by a smooth function or by a "rough" characteristic function supported at a distance from the boundary. In [10, 11] , smooth cutoffs were used and the exterior singular Green operators estimated by a commutator argument based on a series of nested cutoff functions. We shall here give a simpler argument based on rough cutoffs.
Let Ω > be a smooth open subset of Ω + such that Ω − ⊂ ∁Ω > , and denote
We denote by r > resp. r < the restriction operators from Ω + to Ω > resp. Ω < , and by e > resp. e < the extension operators extending a function given on Ω > resp. Ω < to a function on Ω + by zero on the complement in Ω + .
In the following we draw on the analysis of singular numbers of compact operators as presented in Gohberg and Kreȋn [6] . The operators lying in the intersection of Schatten classes r>0 C r (also equal to r>0 T r ) will be called spectrally negligible. 
Moreover, the operators K 1,> and K * 1,> are compact and spectrally negligible.
Proof : Denote by γ > 0 the operator restricting to ∂Ω > . When ϕ ∈ H − 1 2 (Σ), it follows by the interior regularity for solutions of the Dirichlet problem for A on Ω + that γ
. Then r > K 1 ϕ is a null-solution of the Dirichlet problem for A on Ω > with C ∞ boundary value. This will also hold if ϕ ∈ H s− 1 2 (Σ), any s ∈ Ê. We know from the variational theory and regularity theory for the Dirichlet problem on Ω > that a null-solution with C ∞ boundary value lies in H s ′ (Ω > ) for any s ′ ; hence (31) holds. It follows by duality that
. Taking s ′ = 0, we see that
so since Σ is compact, this operator is compact (from H s (Σ) to H s ′ (Σ), any s, s ′ ), and lies in r>0 C r , i.e. is spectrally negligible. Then
, all l, all four operators are spectrally negligible. The proofs for K 2,> and K 3,> follow the same pattern.
and are spectrally negligible.
Corollary 3.3: Consider the singular Green operators G j = −K j T j Q + as in (15) , (18) with
For η as in Corollary 3.2, the operators (1 − η)G j are spectrally negligible.
Proof : This follows since T j Q + is bounded from L 2 (Ω + ) to H Remark 1 : The proofs given above rely on the solvability properties of the exterior problems for A. The properties can also be inferred from a general principle shown in [12] , Lemma 2.4.8, on cutoffs of Poisson operators, prepared for the definition on admissible manifolds (which include exterior domains). Moreover, the lemma deals with a parameter-dependent pseudodifferential boundary operator calculus, including a spectral parameter µ. In this setting, when we consider the Poisson operator family K λ j for {A − λ, T j }, λ on a ray {λ = −µ 2 e iθ } in \ Ê + , it is of regularity ν = +∞. Lemma 2.4.8 then implies that (1 − η)K λ j is of order −∞ and regularity +∞, hence maps
(The H s,µ -norms are based on the definition of the norm on H s,µ (Ê n ), namely
.) From this we can conclude both Corollary 3.2 and the fact that any Schatten norm of (1 − η)K λ j is O(λ −N ) (any N ) for λ → ∞ on the ray, as first shown in [11] . Proposition 3.1 follows from this if we replace η by η 1 supported in ∁Ω > and equal to 1 on a neighborhood of Ω − ; then
Also here we get the rapid decrease in λ of the Schatten norms.
We use the results first to reprove the theorems of Birman [2] and BirmanSolomiak [3] with a slight elaboration, essentially as in [10] , [11] .
Theorem 3.4 : For j, k = 1, 2, 3, let
Moreover, there are spectral asymptotics formulas for l → ∞:
where the constants are determined from the principal symbols. Here C 0 is the constant in the spectral asymptotics formula for (A It is well-known that Q − is compact, with the asserted spectral asymptotics.
Consider first G jk ; in view of (15) it can be written
Let η be as in Corollary 3.2 and let η ′ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ê n , Ê), supported in a smooth bounded
set Ω ′ and with η ′ = 1 on a neighborhood of supp η. We can rewrite −G j = K j T j Q + as follows:
Here the first term is a singular Green operator on Ω ′ ∩ Ω + to which the calulus for bounded domains can be applied, and the two other terms are spectrally negligible. In fact, (1− η ′ )K j is so by Corollary 3.2, and for ηQ(1− η ′ ) we can use that it maps H s (Ê n ) continuously into H s ′ (Ω ′ ) for all s and s ′ , since supp η ∩ supp(1 − η ′ ) = ∅ so that the operator is of order −∞. Then since Ω ′ is bounded, the operator is spectrally negligible, and so are its compositions with bounded operators.
The same arguments apply to K k T k Q + , so we find that
where R is spectrally negligible and the first term is a singular Green operator in Ω ′ ∩ Ω + . To the first term we apply [10] Th. 4.10, which shows that this term is in T 2/(n−1) and satisfies a spectral asymptotics formula as in (38); these facts are preserved when the spectrally negligible term R is added on. This shows the assertions for the G jk . The treatments of K j T j Q + in [10] (with misprints) and [11] are a bit more complicated in their use of commutators and nested sequences of cutoff functions.
Next, consider G ′ j . Here, since Q + ⊕ 0 = e + r + Qe + r + and 0 ⊕ Q − = e − r − Qe − r − ,
ForG = e + r + Qe − r − + e − r − Qe + r + we proceed as in [10] , Th. 5.1: Consider
The second term acts like 0 ⊕ L Ω− (Q, Q), where L Ω− (Q, Q) = Q 2 − − Q − Q − is the "leftover operator" for the composition of Q − with Q − ; it is a singular Green operator and has a spectral asymptotics formula with exponent 4/(n − 1), by [10] Th. 4.10. (It was in the quoted paper that the analysis of leftover operators in terms of e + r + Qe − r − and e − r − Qe + r + was first introduced.)
The first term in (42) identifies similarly with a leftover operator on Ω + , hence a singular Green operator, but since Ω + is unbounded, we need more argumentation to show that it is a compact operator with the desired spectral asymptotics. With η and η ′ as above, we can write it:
Here ηQ(1 − η ′ ) is spectrally negligible as noted above, and its adjoint (1 − η ′ )Qη is likewise spectrally negligible. So L Ω+ (Q, Q) is the sum of a spectrally negligible part and L Ω+ (η ′ Qη, ηQη ′ ), a singular Green operator in
plus spectrally negligible terms, so it follows from [10] Th. 4.10 thatG 2 has a spectral asymptotics behavior s l (G 2 )l 4/(n−1) → C, and thenG satisfies s l (G)l 2/(n−1) → C 1 2 . We still have to include the term K j T j Q + ⊕ 0, but the nontrivial part was already treated further above, and is seen to have a similar spectral asymptotics behavior. Adding all contributions and using the rules for s-numbers, we find that G ′ j ∈ T 2/(n−1) . For P j , we simply use that
where perturbation formulas as in [10] show that the spectral asymptotics formula for Q − dominates the behavior. One could moreover give remainder estimates (as done in [10] ).
Remark 2 :
The estimates also hold when b for A 3 is replaced by a first-order differential operator B such that the realization is elliptic and invertible. Related results are found for G 
Perturbations
We shall now investigate the question of perturbations of the essential spectrum.
When f ∈ L 2 (Ω + ), we also write r < f = f < , r > f = f > . Let us rewrite the action of A −1 on f ∈ L 2 (Ω) in terms of its action on the parts f < and f > , with matrix notation. When u = A −1 f , we have that
Recalling (28) 
The entries in the first matrix are compact in L 2 -norm, since
is compact, and e > r > A −1 1 e < r < is the adjoint of e < r < A
. Since a compact perturbation leaves the essential spectrum invariant, the second matrix has the same essential spectrum as A 
where S 1 is compact in L 2 (Ω + ) and σ ess A −1
0 . Next, we write
In the last matrix, every nonzero element is the composition of a bounded operator with either r > K 1 or K * 1 e > , hence is spectrally negligible in view of Proposition 3.1. So this whole matrix is spectrally negligible. In other words,
where S 2 is spectrally negligible. In particular, r < K 1 L −1 K * 1 e < ⊕ 0 L2(Ω>) has the same essential spectrum as
where Z is infinite dimensional, hence
Adding (47) and (49), setting S = S 1 + S 2 , and observing that 0 ∈ σ ess A −1 0 , 0 ∈ σ ess A −1 (A 0 and A are unbounded operators), we conclude: Theorem 4.1 : Let A be as in Proposition 2.1, and assume that 0 ∈ ̺( A). Then A −1 can be written as the sum of a compact operator S in L 2 (Ω + ) and an operator decomposed into a part acting in L 2 (Ω < ) and a part acting in L 2 (Ω > ):
Here
and hence
Since the essential spectrum of A itself is the reciprocal set of the nonzero essential spectrum of A −1 , we also have:
Corollary 4.2:
When A is as in Theorem 4.1,
In particular, σ ess A contains all points of σ ess T , and the points in σ ess A 0 cannot be removed from σ ess A.
The statements in the introduction follow: In case 1) we take T as in Remark 1 of Section 2 in order to add a point {a}; when T acts like aI, C acts like aΛ (−1) +P γ0,νA . A general choice of a selfadjoint invertible T 0 in a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space Z 0 gives rise to a selfadjoint invertible T in the Hilbert space Z with the same essential spectrum, by use of a unitary operator from Z 0 to Z. The statement in 2) follows since we have covered all possibilities for T in the case of Neumann-type boundary conditions.
Higher order cases
Similar results can be shown for higher order elliptic operators. The selfadjoint strongly elliptic even-order case is the natural generalization of the case considered in the preceding sections; here there is a solvable Dirichlet problem, and a selfadjoint invertible realization defined by another boundary condition can be related to the Dirichlet realization by a Kreȋn-type formula generalizing (28) as in [4, 7, 9] .
Invertible realizations exist in greater generality, though, so to save later repetitions, we consider to begin with a more general class assuring existence of resolvents ( A − λ) −1 at least when λ is large, lying in a suitable subset of . We take for A an elliptic operator A = |α|≤2m a α (x)D α of order 2m, m integer, with complex C ∞ coefficients on Ê n that are bounded with bounded derivatives and with the principal symbol a 0 (x, ξ) = |α|=2m a α ξ α satisfying (with c 1 > 0)
uniform strong ellipticity. Here
A satisfies a Gårding inequality, for which we include a quick proof:
Lemma 5.1: There are constants c 0 > 0 and k ∈ Ê such that
Proof : Using the calculus of globally estimated pseudodifferential operators as in [15] Sect. 18.1, and [12] , we can write
where Λ s = Op( ξ s ), A 1 is of order 0 with principal symbol a 0 1 (x, ξ) satisfying
P is of order 0 with principal symbol p 0 = (Re a 0 1 )
, and B is of order −1. Since P is elliptic, it has a parametrix Q of order 0 so that I − QP is of order −1; hence
, for v ∈ S(Ê n ) (the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions, dense in any
where we used that u 2
Since |(Au, u)| ≤ C 1 u 2 m and u m ≥ u 0 , we can infer from (56) that
with c 2 = C 1 c
−1
0 . The numerical range of the adjoint A * 0 is likewise contained in V , and V contains the spectrum of A 0 . (The elementary functional analysis used here is explained e.g. in [14] , Ch. 12.)
For simplicity we add kI to A, so that we can use the information with k = 0 in the following, replacing V by
The Dirichlet trace γu is in the 2m-order case defined by γu = {γ 0 u, . . . , γ m−1 u},
For the Dirichlet problems on smooth exterior or interior subsets of Ê n , the variational construction gives a realization with numerical range and spectrum likewise contained in V 0 . Moreover, there are Sobolev space mapping properties of the solution operator; this is extremely well-known for bounded domains, and for exterior domains it is covered e.g. by Cor. 3.3.3 of [12] (the differential operator A − λ is uniformly parameter-elliptic on all rays {λ = re iθ | r ≥ 0} outside V 0 , and parameter-ellipticity of the boundary problem holds uniformly for x ′ in the boundary). Let us specify the result for Ω + and Σ defined as in Section 1. We denote A
has for s > −m − 1 2 the solution operator, continuous in the opposite direction,
Here R γ is the inverse of the Dirichlet realization A γ , which acts like A with domain
. The general theory of [4, 7] is here interpreted by use of the Poisson operator
(Ω + ) (and variants with λ-dependence). K γ acts as an inverse of
Z denoting the L 2 (Ω + ) nullspace of A. The formulas are exactly the same as in [4] Section 3.3. We shall compare A γ with the realization A B̺ of a general normal boundary condition, defined as in [8] , [4] 
The boundary condition [4] (3.85): γ j u + k<j B jk γ k u = 0 for j ∈ J, can then be written
it defines the realization A B̺ with domain
Special examples are the cases where
. . , 2m−1}, denoting νu = {γ j u} j∈M1 ; they define Dirichlet-type resp. Neumann-type conditions. Let us assume that {A − λ, B̺} is uniformly parameter-elliptic for λ on a ray outside V 0 ; then for large λ on the ray, {A − λ, B̺} is invertible. Take a λ 0 where this invertibility holds (assuming invertibility of A 0 − λ 0 and A γ − λ 0 also), and denote in the rest of this section A − λ 0 by A; then we are in the situation where
for s > − 1 2 has the solution operator, continuous in the opposite direction,
Here R B̺ is the inverse of the realization A B̺ , which acts like A with domain
The difference between A −1 γ and A First there is a generalization of Proposition 3.1 and its corollaries. Define Ω ≷ , r ≷ and e ≷ as in Section 3.
Proof : Denote by γ > the Dirichlet trace operator for 2m-order operators on Ω > .
. Then r > K B̺ ϕ is a null-solution of the Dirichlet problem for A on Ω > with C ∞ boundary value. This will also hold if ϕ ∈ H s− 1 2 (Σ), any s ∈ Ê. We now use that the Dirichlet problem on Ω > has a solution operator with mapping properties similar to the problem for Ω + , and the proof is completed in the same way as the proofs of Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2.
Remark 1 : It may be observed as in Remark 1 of Section 3 that the proofs can also be inferred from [12] , Lemma 2.4.8, and this moreover implies a rapid decrease in λ of any Schatten norm.
With Proposition 5.2 it is easy to generalize Theorem 3.4 as follows:
Theorem 5.3 : For B̺ andB̺ as above, defining invertible elliptic realizations, let
where the constants are determined from the principal symbols. Here C is the same constant as for (A
Proof : We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.4. First,
is written as a singular Green operator on Ω ′ ∩ Ω + plus a spectrally negligible term, by a version of (40) applied to both terms. The assertions for G ′′ then follow from [10] Th. 4.10. Next, G ′ is treated similarly to G ′ j in Theorem 3.4, noting that the operators of order 2 have been replaced by operators of order 2m. Finally, P = G ′ + 0 L2(Ω+) ⊕ Q − , where the spectral asymptotics behavior of Q − dominates the sum, in view of the rules for s-numbers.
It is here allowed to take the set J for B̺ different from the corresponding setJ forB̺. There are similar results for differences between higher powers A ∈ T 2mN/(n−1) has been announced by Gesztesy and Malamud in [5] , apparently based on a consideration of M -functions.
In all the calculations, A can be taken to be a (p × p)-system, acting on p-vectors. When A is scalar, the boundary conditions with (62) are the most general ones for which parameter-ellipticity can hold (cf. [12] , Sect. 1.5); in the systems case there exist more general normal boundary conditions, as studied in [9] . The above analysis can be extended to include these, mainly at the cost of a more complicated notational apparatus. Pseudodifferential B jk could be allowed as in [12] .
Remark 2 : For bounded domains, the result for G ′′ has been known since 1984, since A −1
is then itself a singular Green operator of order −2m on a bounded domain, to which [10] Th. 4.10 applies. For selfadjoint cases, see also [9] Sect. 8.
Spectral perturbations in higher-order cases
For the study of perturbations of essential spectra we restrict the attention to selfadjoint realizations. First of all, this requires that A equal its formal adjoint A ′ , moreover, it restricts the sets J and matrices B that can be allowed. With the notation N ′ = {k | 2m − k − 1 ∈ N }, we have as a necessary condition on J is that it should equal its reversed complement:
To explain further, we recall some details from [8] . From the Green's formula
where A is skew-selfadjoint and invertible, it is seen that when we set
(taking 1 2 of the contribution from A M0M0 along), we get the symmetric formula
valid for u, v ∈ H 2m (Ω + ). Here χ is indexed by M 0 , χ = {χ j } j∈M0 with χ j of order 2m − j − 1; it replaces ν in systematic considerations and maps from H s (Ω + ) to
where (·, ·) {−sj },{sj} denotes the duality between H −sj (Σ) and H sj (Σ). With χ replaced by the "reduced Neumann trace operator" Γ, one has for u, v ∈ D(A max ):
Now when J satisfies (70), the subsets
We set
As shown in [8] and recalled in [4] , the boundary condition B̺u = 0 may then be rewritten in the form, with differential operators
when we take (75) into account. Here the first condition γ J0 u = F 0 γ K0 u can be viewed as the "Dirichlet part", purely concerned with γu, whereas the second condition χ K0 u = G 1 γ K0 u + G 2 χ J0 u can be viewed as the "Neumann-type part", where part of the Neumann data χ K0 u is given as a function of the other data. Note that G 1 links the free Dirichlet data γ K0 u to Neumann data and has entries of positive order, and G 2 has entries of order < m. The boundary condition for the adjoint realization is then
If J = M 0 , the condition B̺u = 0 reduces to the Dirichlet condition γu = 0. To get a different condition we must take J = M 0 ; this means that K 0 = ∅.
We assume in the following that {A − λ, B̺} is uniformly parameter-elliptic on a ray outside V 0 as in the preceding section, so that D(A B̺ ) ⊂ H 2m (Ω + ). Then 
Φ :
as shown in [8] and recalled in [4] .
. The restriction of γ to a mapping from V to X is denoted γ V , so we have:
With these definitions, (76) may be written (using (78))
The operator T in V is carried over to an operator
which is further translated to an operator
so L 1 acts like G 1 − Φ * P γ,χ Φ. The boundary condition may then be rewritten as
Since {A, B̺} is elliptic, L 1 is an elliptic selfadjoint mixed-order pseudodifferential operator; its domain is D(L 1 ) = k∈K0 H 2m−k− 
(It is used here that i V γ −1 V Φ = K γ Φ.) All this is just the implementation of the known results to operators defined for the unbounded set Ω + . But now we are in a position to consider interesting perturbations.
We replace T : V → V for A B̺ by an operator T : V → V , selfadjoint invertible with a nonempty essential spectrum, and want to see how this effects the realization. As above, T carries over to
with D( L 1 ) = pr 1 γD( T ), and the boundary condition now takes the form
Theorem 6.1 : Consider the realization A B̺ of A in L 2 (Ω + ) defined by a normal boundary condition B̺u = 0 (cf. (62)) with J = M 0 , and assume that ellipticity and selfadjointness holds, cf. (76)-(78). A B̺ corresponds to an operator T : V → V , where V = K γ X = K γ Φ k∈K0 H −k− 1 2 (Σ), cf. also (82), (83), (85). Let T be a selfadjoint invertible operator in V with nonempty essential spectrum, and let A be the realization of A corresponding to T : V → V , i.e., where the boundary condition (76), equivalently written (81), is replaced by (89). Then σ ess A = σ ess A 0 ∪ σ ess T .
(91)
Proof : The proof goes in exactly the same way as the proof of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2. We cut up Ω + in a bounded part Ω < and an exterior part Ω > , and use (90) and Proposition 5.2 with B̺ = γ to see that A can be written as
where S is compact, the operator r > A −1 γ e > in L 2 (Ω > ) has the same essential spectrum as A −1 γ , and the operator r < K γ Φ L −1
1 Φ * K * γ e < in L 2 (Ω < ) has the same essential spectrum as
Briefly expressed, the theorem states that any normal boundary condition (apart from the Dirichlet condition) defining a selfadjoint invertible elliptic realization, can be perturbed by addition of a suitable operator to G 1 (the map from the free Dirichlet data to Neumann data) to provide a selfadjoint invertible realization with a prescribed augmentation of the essential spectrum. 
where s > − 
